The Opening Amen

The Great Litany

Refraims of the First Antiphon

The Opening Amen

The Great Litany

Refraims of the First Antiphon
The final refrain

THROUGH THE INTERCESSIONS OF THE THEOOTTOKO, O

SAVIO, SAVE US.

BOTH NOW, AND EVER, AND UNTO AGES OF AGES. AMEN.
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Refrains of the Second Antiphon

O SON OF GOD, WHO ART RISEN FROM THE DEAD

SAVE US WHO SING UNTO THEE: ALLELUIA.

GLORY TO THE FATHER, AND TO THE SON, AND TO THE HOLY SPIRIT.

BOTH NOW, AND EVER, AND UNTO AGES OF AGES. AMEN.
TROPARION OF THE SECOND ANTIPHON

Not too fast  (beat quarters)

Only be-got-ten Son___ and word of God,___ who art im-

Mor - tal, yet didst deign___ for our sal - va - tion to

Be in - car - nate of the ho-ly the-o - to - kos and e-ver vir-gin

Mary,___ and with-out change___ wast made man;___
AND WAST CRUCIFIED ALSO, O CHRIST OUR GOD, CRUCIFIED.

AND BY THY DEATH DIDST DEATH SUBDUE; WHO ART ONE OF THE

HO-LY TRINITY, GLORIFIED TOGETHER WITH THE FATHER

AND THE HO-LY SPIRIT; SAVE US,
The Entrance Hymn

COME, LET US WORSHIP AND FALL DOWN BEFORE CHRIST OUR SON OF GOD, WHO ART Risen FROM THE DEAD, SAVE US WHO SING UNTO THEE: ALLELUIA.
TRISAGION HYMN

(Sing three times, 1 $p$, 2 $mp$, 3 $mf$)  (beat halves)

1-3.

Final Ending

GLORY TO THE FATHER, AND TO THE SON, AND TO THE HOLY SPIRIT:
BOTH NOW AND EVER AND UNTO AGES OF
AGES.   AMEN.   HO  
LY IMMORTAL, HAVE MERCY ON

repeat the Trisagion Hymn, f
Before the Gospel

AL-LE-LU-IA, AL-LE-LU-IA, AL-LE-LU-IA.

AND TO THY SPIRIT.

GLO-RY TO THEE, O LORD, GLO-RY TO THEE.
The Cherubic Hymn

\[ \text{\textit{Antiochian Orthodox Christian Archdiocese, RT, Rev. 1}} \]
After all petitions except the last

A - MEN. A - MEN. THAT WE MAY RE - CEIVE,

poco a poco cresc.

MAY RE - CEIVE THE KING OF ALL WHO

poco a poco cresc.

COMES IN - VIS - I - BLY UP - BORNE BY AN -

GEL - LIS - IC HOSTS
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The Litany of Supplication  (beat halves)

LORD, HAVE MERCY.  LORD, HAVE MERCY  GRANT THIS, O LORD.

TO THEE, O LORD.  AND TO THY SPIRIT.
FA - THER, SON, AND HO - LY SPI - RIT, THE TRI - NI - TY ONE IN

ES - SENCE AND UN - DI - VI - DED.
THE ANAPHORA

(beat halves)

A M E R - C Y OF P E A C E, A S A C - R I - F I C E O F P R A I S E.


It is meet and right (brisk quarters)

RY;______ HO - SAN - NA IN THE HIGH - EST____

BLES - SED IS HE THAT COM - ETH IN THE NAME____

OF THE LORD:______ HO - SAN - NA IN THE HIGH - EST.

A - MEN. A - MEN.
We Praise Thee (Version A)

Richard Toensing

Slowly (in 4)

We Praise Thee, We Bless Thee, We Give Thanks Unto Thee, O Lord, and We Pray Unto Thee, O Our God, We Pray Unto Thee, O Our God,
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We Praise Thee (Version A)
We Praise Thee (Version B)

Slowly (in 4)

Richard Toensing
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We Praise Thee (Version B)

O OUR GOD.
Hymn to the Theotokos

Richard Toensing

Gently flowing (in 2) $\frac{2}{4} = 60$

IT IS TRU-LY MEET____ TO BLESS____ THEE, O THE- O-

TO- KOS,____ WHO ART EV-ER BLESS-ED AND ALL BLAME-

LESS, AND THE MOTH- ER____ OF____ OUR

GOD, MORE HON-’RA-BLE THAN THE CHER-U-BIM, AND MORE
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Glorious beyond compare than the seraphim,
Thou who without stain barest God the Word, and art truly Theotokos; we magnify Thee,
Hymn to the Theotokos
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ONE IS HOLY

(in a brisk 4)

ONE IS HOLY, ONE IS LORD: JESUS

CHRIST TO THE GLORY OF GOD THE FATHER. AMEN.
Praise Ye the Lord

Not too fast! (d° - ca. 56)

PRAISE

YE THE LORD,

PRAISE

YE THE LORD,
From the Heavens,
From the Heavens,
From the Heavens,
From the Heavens,
From the Heavens.

PRAISE

HIM,

PRAISE

HIM,

PRAISE

HIM

IN THE HIGHEST,

IN THE HIGHEST,

IN THE HIGHEST,

IN THE HIGHEST,

IN THE HIGHEST.
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Blessed is He that cometh

NAME OF THE LORD THE LORD IS GOD AND HATH REVEALED HIMSELF UNTO US.
WE HAVE SEEN THE TRUE LIGHT
(beat halves)

HEAVENLY SPIRIT, WE HAVE FOUND THE TRUE

FAITH WORSHIPING THE UNDIVIDED TRINITY

FOR HE HATH SAVED US. AMEN.
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LET OUR MOUTHS

LET OUR MOUTHS BE FILLED WITH THY PRAISE, O LORD, THAT

WE MAY SING OF THY GLORY: FOR THOU HAST PERMITTED US

TO PARTAKE OF THY HOLY, DIVINE, IMMORTAL AND LIFE-GIVING MYSTERIES.

TABLISH US IN THY SANCTIFICATION, THAT
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ALL THE DAY LONG WE MAY MEDITATE UPON THY RIGHTEOUSNESS. ALLE
LU-IA, AL-LE-IA, AL-LE-IA.
BLESSED BE THE NAME OF THE LORD